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The WorkForce Suite empowers organisations with an enterprise-ready workforce management solution that enables 
organisations to thrive now and into the future by providing valuable insights and tools that maximise employee 
productivity and engagement and inform strategic decision making.  

Establish or Accelerate Changes Within the Operating Model   
Organisations must make changes to their operating models if they wish to thrive, but these changes are especially 
difficult to implement when no precedent has been set. Ensuring coverage when employees are working remote or 
flexible schedules can be a challenge. Having the right people on hand to support the change—especially when new 
skills are required to perform the work or when new roles must be filled—is also essential. The WorkForce Suite helps 
alleviate these pain points by:  

 y Allowing for highly configurable adjustments to labour forecasting parameters to account for new product 
and service offerings   

 y Combining the power of machine-learning labour forecasting and optimised scheduling to confirm 
whether staffing levels will meet the needs of the new operating model or if a ramp-up period is needed   

 y Automatically creating schedules that accelerate the upskilling of new recruits and less experienced workers by 
pairing them with top performers    

 y Differentiating between flexible and core hours to support remote work environments that allow for 
flexibility while ensuring necessary coverage    

 y Building hybrid shift patterns that alternate onsite vs offsite work to set expectations on where and when work 
should be performed     

The events of 2020 have forced organisations to think outside of the box to survive, but these short-term solutions 
can only sustain operations for so long. Organisations must find ways to thrive in this new environment, especially 
when unforeseen circumstances require another pivot in the future. The following are five key initiatives that, when 
implemented with the support of the WorkForce Suite, will help organisations thrive today, tomorrow and in the future: 

 y Establishing or accelerating changes within the 
operating model  

 y Enabling operational agility   

 y Moving to the cloud   

 y Embracing technological innovation   

 y Elevating the employee experience  
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Enable Operational Agility    
From changing guidelines to new or waning demand for products and services, being prepared to embrace disruptions 
and the unexpected is essential. Disruptions cause chaos, and to turn that chaos into control, organisations should 
equip their workforces with solutions that enable intelligent decision making and set them up for success, such as: 

 y Regenerating forecasts with machine-learning labour 
forecasting up to 14+ weeks ahead and down to 15-minute 
intervals as new information is received and emerging trends 
are identified  

 y Accounting for one-off anomalies and eliminating them from 
consideration in future forecasts   

 y Identifying potential replacement workers that are available, 
qualified and fit for duty and expediting shift offers with callout 
capabilities to fill unplanned labour needs, such as last-minute 
absences, turnover or unexpected changes in demand for 
goods and services   

 y Controlling overtime costs and mitigating non-compliance 
risks with predictive and proactive alerts   

 y Supporting a quick transition between onsite and offsite 
work with diverse time capture options   

 y Simplifying compliance with new or evolving legislation 
or contractual obligations, including retroactive ones, with 
the WorkForce Suite’s class-leading rules engine   

Reach New Heights by Migrating to the Cloud       
Without cloud systems in place, optimising and maintaining operational agility is an uphill battle as inefficiencies will 
eventually become unmanageable. By migrating legacy systems to the future-ready, cloud-based WorkForce Suite, 
organisations can seamlessly manage and support diverse employee groups across a wide geographic footprint. 
The WorkForce Suite elevates enterprises by:  

 y Empowering leaders and driving smart decision making with unmatched visibility into workforce performance

 y Eliminating multiple niche workforce management systems with one that covers the entire unique workforce 
without compromise   

 y Extending IT teams with experts who solely focus on global data security and privacy compliance—and 
proving compliance with independent third-party evidence   

 y Scaling quickly when new opportunities come to light, such as acquisitions, new locations, new products or 
new teams   

 y Improving the user experience with a consumer-grade experience that is accessible from any device, anywhere    
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Adopt Emerging Technology to Stay Ahead     
Emerging technology, whether AI, machine learning, digital assistants or bots that are used to capture a wide range of 
insights, are game-changing assets that—when used correctly—eliminate the distractions from non-urgent tasks. By 
adopting these technologies, organisations will stand a much better chance of thriving by being able to focus on 
business goals. The WorkForce Suite helps organisations by delivering:    

 y The AI-enabled WorkForce Assistant that prioritises tasks and removes the noise of non-urgent requests   

 y Machine-learning labour forecasting that predicts staffing needs at fractions of an hour to meet projected 
demand and eliminate over and understaffing    

 y Predictive and proactive alerts to potentially problematic situations, such as unplanned overtime   

 y Chatbot technology that captures insights into various situations that may warrant further investigation, such 
as unplanned absences   

 y Modern APIs that allow for integration with third-party solutions and data sharing between business-critical 
systems     

Employee Engagement: The Secret to Maintaining Productivity  
The pervasive effects of poor employee engagement can be catastrophic for any organisation. Actively disengaged 
employees can cause disruption and disorder within an organisation, compromising productivity. The WorkForce Suite 
enables employee engagement by improving communication, supporting productivity and creating a culture of 
caring. The WorkForce Suite delivers:   

 y Fair and predictive schedules that give employees a chance to resolve conflicts with personal commitments 
for an improved work/life balance   

 y Real-time calculations of hours and gross pay for employees to confirm accuracy before payroll is processed    

 y Granular visibility of available time off for employees to plan downtime from work   

 y Full transparency into eligibility of all leave of absence benefits—legislative, contractual and corporate  

 y Fair and consistent application of rules, such as attendance policies, pay rules and shift offers, across the 
workforce to eliminate perceived bias   

 y Automated pulse surveys that capture employee sentiment and wellbeing when trends impacting employee 
engagement surface    

 y Mobile-enabled self-service that empowers employees to review and confirm timesheets, swap shifts, stay on 
track with flexible schedules and justify overtime
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